FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

RMC200 Motion Controller Adds 5 Slot Base Module

January 12, 2018 – Battle Ground, WA - DELTA’s newest motion controller, the 32-axis RMC200, now offers more Base Module options for increased flexibility. Available for immediate delivery, the B5 Base Module’s five slots support a CPU, power supply, and up to three I/O modules. RMC200 controllers using the B5 can be configured to handle up to eight (8) position control axes. The B7, B11, and B15 Base Modules allow for RMC200 configurations up to 32 axes.

The B5 Base Module offers a more compact motion control solution for applications with smaller axis counts. This allows users to take advantage of Delta’s most advanced motion controller in a smaller physical footprint.

RMC200 B5 Base Module

About Delta: For more than 35 years, Delta has supplied motion controllers and other industrial products that enable better performing machines. Delta’s RMC Motion Controllers are used for hydraulic, pneumatic and electric closed-loop control in a wide array of single and multi-axis control and testing applications. For more information contact Delta Computer Systems, Inc., at (360)254-8688, or email technicalsales@deltamotion.com.